
CONFERENCE CENTRE  
HERITAGE COLLECTION TOUR - PM

GROVE
OXFORDSHIRE
OX12 0DQ

THE WILLIAMS CONFERENCE CENTRE  is home to the largest private collection of Formula 1 cars in the world.  
Housing more than 40 of the team’s seminal race cars, The Williams Grand PrixCollection charts the team’s 30+ years of motor 
racing history. The day includes refreshments, lunch and the tour itself.

WILLIAMS 
GIFT SHOP 

OPEN 
THROUGHOUT

Visit WILLIAMSF1.COM  
for information and online booking

SCHEDULE

12:15 Arrival

12:30 Hot & cold fork buffet lunch is served

13:30 Introduction and welcome from your 
tour guide

13:45 Tour commences

15:15 Coffee, tea & biscuits

16:00 Departure

£60 
PER PERSON

Cameras for still photography can be 
used inside the Grand Prix Collection

Filming is not 
permitted

The dress code for this 
event is smart casual

Terms & Conditions can  
be found on our Website

Schedule timings may  
be subject to change

YOUR TOUR INCLUDES:

WALK THROUGH THE CHAMPIONS GALLERY

PREVIEW THEATRE, PRESENTING A SHORT 
FILM DOCUMENTARY OF WILLIAMS HISTORY

TOUR OF THE GRAND PRIX COLLECTION
Escorted tour of the largest private collection of Formula 1 
cars in the world. The collection spans the entire history of 
Williams, commencing with the inaugural Williams FW06 up 
to the present day. Displays include Alan Jones’ championship 
winning car from 1980, the infamous FW08 six wheeler, and 
many championship winning cars from Damon Hill, Alain 
Prost, Ayrton Senna and Nigel Mansell. Highlights from 
the modern era F1 collection include Jenson Button’s first 

ever Formula 1 car from the 2000 season and Juan Pablo 
Montoya’s winning car from the 2003 Monaco Grand Prix.

TECHNOLOGY EXHIBITION
An experience unique to Williams – find out what goes into 
running one of the most successful Formula 1 teams in the 
world. Displays include telemetry, pneumatics, aerodynamics 
and safety testing, whilst an array of car components are 
available to view including a 2001 Formula 1 gearbox.

TROPHY ROOM
An amazing and extensive collection of original trophies 
and drivers’ helmets displayed alongside team and  
factory photographs.


